The concept of reconfigurable systems is almost always restricted to the abstract design level, in which configuration languages are used to manipulate software connections. In this paper, we propose to deal with reconfiguration abstraction also in the formal specification level. We show that the process algebra π-calculus, widely applied to specify composable systems, is not suitable to capture all the properties required by these kinds of systems. To deal with these restrictions of π, we propose the Rπ-calculus. Rπ is a π-calculus extension that uses the concept of components as unit of specification. Its semantics allows for the reconfiguration of formal specifications in the same way configuration languages do.
Introduction
The development of large software systems is changing increasingly due to the use of reusable components developed by third parties [7, 10] . The use of such reusable components allows developers to reduce the system development time and costs. Moreover, there is a gain on flexibility, reliability and reusability of the final application, due to the (re)use of software components that had been already tested and validated [1] , being the systems built by means of composition of these components.
Process algebras, like CCS [5] and π-calculus [6] , are algebraic languages which support the compositional description of concurrent and distributed systems and the formal verification of their properties. The basic elements of any process algebra are their actions, which represent activities carried out by the systems being modelled, and their operators, which are used to compose algebraic descriptions.
The π-calculus has been successfully applied for specifying configurations. Languages like Darwin [4, 2] use this process algebra as underlying semantics to capture the behavior of program configurations. Darwin separates the description of the system structure from the algorithms to describe individual processes. Thereby a process instantiation and reuse is permitted in different contexts. The structural description corresponds to the issue of programming in the large whereas the process description corresponds to the programming in the small.
However, we will show in this paper by means of Darwin examples, that π-calculus is not suitable for specifying reconfigurable systems, since we cannot build π-calculus specifications by having the properties required for this kind of systems. In that way, we propose an extension to this process algebra, termed Rπ, that captures all properties required to build reconfigurable systems. The syntax of Rπ allows the definition of components as units of specification and, by means of its semantics, we can relax the synchronization discipline of π-calculus in such a way that it is possible to easily reuse and reconfigure these specifications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present an overview of π-calculus and the basic ideas of reconfigurable systems by means of the Darwin language. The use of π-calculus for specifying reconfigurable systems is presented in the section 3. Also in this section we present Darwin examples and a discussion about the suitability of π-calculus as a language for specifying reconfigurable systems. In section 4 we present the Rπ-calculus, an extension of π-calculus that allows the algebraic specification of reconfigurable systems. In section 6 we exemplify the applicability of Rπ by means of a classical reconfigurable application. Related works are presented in section 7. Finally, in section 8, we report some concluding remarks.
Basic Concepts

The π-calculus
The π-calculus [6] is an elementary calculus for describing and analyzing of concurrent systems with evolving communication structure. In this paper, we use the simple monadic form. A system in the π-calculus is a collection of independent processes which communicate via channels. Channels or links are referred to by name. Names are the most primitive entities in the calculus, they have no structure. There is an infinite number of names, represented here by lowercase letters. Processes are built from names as follows:
A name a is thought of as an input port of a process which contains it.
2. ay is called an output prefix. A name a is thought of as an output port of a process which contains it.
The agents ranged over by P, Q, R, . . ., are defined by
1. ∅ is the empty agent, which cannot perform any action.
2. α.P means that the process performs one of the α actions and then continues as P .
3. Q + R represents an agent that can enact either Q or R.
4. Q | R represents the combined behavior of Q and R executing in parallel.
(νx)
Q introduces a new name x with scope Q (binds all free occurrences of x in Q).
Operational Semantics
Computation in the π-calculus can be expressed by the following reduction rule:
Sending z along channel x reduces the left hand side to P 1 | P 2 with all free occurrences of y in P 1 replaced by z.
The Darwin Language
Darwin [4, 2] is a configuration language that allows distributed programs to be constructed from hierarchically structured specifications of the set of component instances and their interconnections. Composite component types are constructed from the primitive computational components and these in turn can be configured into more complex composite types. Components interact by accessing services.
Components and Services
Darwin views components in terms of both the services they provide to allow other components to interact with them and the services they require to interact with other components. For example, the component of Figure 1 is a filter component which provides a single service output and requires a single service input. The filled in circles represent services provided by a component and empty circles represent services required by a component. The type of the service is specified in angle brackets. In the example, the communication mechanism used to implement the service is a stream and the datatype communicated is char. Darwin does not interpret service type information, it is used by the underlying distributed platform. A component does not need to know the global names of external services or where they are to be found in the environment. Components may thus be implemented and tested independently of the rest of the system of which they will be a part. We call this property context independency. It allows the reuse of components during construction (through multiple instantiation) and simplifies replacement during maintenance.
Reconfigurable Systems in π-calculus
The purpose in modelling a system in the π-calculus is to provide a precise semantics for the language. In this section we use the Darwin language to show how to use π-calculus to this end. In this sense we show that a Darwin configuration program correctly specifies the set of primitive component instances and set of intercomponent bindings required at runtime. Darwin supports static checking to ensure only bindings between compatible requirements and provisions are allowed.
Connections
The connections in Darwin are modelled by the constructors concerned with requiring, providing and binding services. The declaration of a provided service, provide p, in Darwin is modelled in the π-calculus as the agent P rov(p, s) which is accessed by the Darwin name p and manages the service s as follows:
The service s is simply the name or reference to a service which must be implemented by a component. Darwin is not concerned with how the service s is implemented, it is concerned with placing s where it is required by other components which use the service. The agent P rov thus receives the location x at which the service is required and sends s to that location. Since there may be more than one client of the service, the agent P rov is defined to be a replicated process (!) which will repeatedly send out the service reference each time a location is received.
The declaration of a required service, require r, is modelled by the agent Req(r, l) which is accessed by the Darwin name r and which manages the location l at which the service is required. Again, Darwin is not concerned with how a client component uses a service, it must ensure that a reference to the service is placed at some location in the client component. The Req agent receives the access name to a P rov agent and sends the location l to that agent. A requirement in Darwin may only be bound to a single service and so the agent Req sends out the location l precisely once as shown below:
The binding construct in Darwin is modelled by the Bind agent which simply sends the access name of the P rov agent to the Req agent. 
Components
Agents or processes in the π-calculus cannot be directly named, instead agents are accessed by named channels. Although Darwin names instances of components, these names are only used to qualify the names of the service they provide or require. This is illustrated by translating the simple non-hierarchical Darwin configuration of Figure 2 into the π-calculus. Each primitive component is represented by an agent which is a composition of the P rov and Req agents which manage its service requirements and provisions and the agents which define its behavior. A primitive component is simply a component which has no Darwin defined substructure of components. The Server component type of Figure 2 is represented by the π-calculus agent:
in which Server represents the user implemented behavior of the Server component which perform the services s. Similarly, the Client component type is represented by the agent: 
Client(r)
Note that the scope of the service name s is local to the Server agent and similarly, the name of the place at which the service is required l is also local to the Client. As can be seen in the following, binding extends the scope of these names.
Configurations
The configuration of the System component of Figure 2 is represented in π-calculus by the parallel composition of a Client, Server and Bind agent:
The instance names A and B in Figure 2 are used only to qualify and thus rename the requirement r and provision p of the Client and Server component types. The expression above is a precise translation of the Darwin configuration of Figure 2 . To demonstrate that the model is correct, it must be shown that the client instance A will get the service reference provided by the server B when the configuration is elaborated. Substituting the definitions for Client and Server and dropping the quoted user defined behavior agents since they play no part in the binding process the π-calculus description of Figure 2 becomes:
The expression describing the client server system thus reduces to an expression which sends the service s to the required location l in parallel with the P rov agent and of course Server and Client . Before the client can use the service it must perform an input action. A possible definition for Client would be:
which is the desired result of an instance of the server component executing in parallel with a client component in which every occurrence of the local name x has been replaced with the name s, the reference to the required service. In practice, a Darwin implementation can compute the number of requirements bound to a provision so that the number of replicas of the agent P rov is known. Consequently, the configuration process can terminate and the resources it uses can be recovered. It should be noted that the model described permits binding and instantiation to proceed concurrently. Components which try to use a service will be blocked until they are bound to that service (i.e. they must input the service reference as in Client ).
Discussion
The representation of reconfigurable systems in π-calculus illustrated in this paper by the Darwin language presents some shortcomings concerned to legibility, context independency and reconfigurability.
• Legibility
Here we use the term legibility not only regarding a good specification representation, but also the structural architectural materialization at specification level. As we know, one of the most important issues in architectural formalization is to enable analysis at architectural level. However, if we look only at the π-calculus representation of an architecture, we cannot distinguish any structural information regarding that architecture. We just observe lots of agents without any architectural information. This problem is caused by the lack of syntactic operators of π-calculus to represent architectural structures. For example, we cannot represent a component in π-calculus, instead we only represent its ports by means of individual agents. In Darwin representation, we use three agents to represent each connection.
• Context Independency In the configuration paradigm components may be implemented and tested independently of the rest of the system in which they will form a part. These components must be reused in different contexts without performing any modification in their internal operations. However, it is not possible to reuse the π-calculus specification of the agents that represents this component. The main problem is the dependency among ports in the π-calculus representation. In order to perform communication between two π-calculus agents they must synchronize their actions in ports with the same names and opposite directions. In other words, they must have a shared channel between each connected port of each component. This π-calculus feature limits the representation of context independent agents.
• Reconfigurability A basic and the most important operation on reconfigurable systems is to change the connections among components. At architectural level we have only to change the ports binds. But it is not easy to perform this operation at specification level. If we perform a change in any bind at architectural level we have to change all the related agents that represent this bind. The π-calculus is not equipped with syntactic operators that allow the manipulation of pattern of synchronization on channels.
The Rπ-calculus
In order to support reconfigurability in π-calculus components' specification we propose an extension of π, named Rπ, which deals with all π restrictions presented in the previous section related to reconfigurable specifications. First, we have to deal with the synchronization discipline imposed by π, in which the communication may occur if and only if the actions are equal and observable. For example:
The communication between the channels a and a is possible due to the fact that these ports represent an action and a coaction on the same channel, i.e., the synchronization of the two processes depends on the relation of equality on channel names. Now suppose that the channel names of the processes are a and b, we have the following system:
That system is deadlocked because there are no possible transitions by the π semantics since we do not have any synchronizable channels between P and Q.
In Rπ we relax this discipline allowing the synchronization of processes on different actions, i.e., we do not impose a synchronization discipline based on the relation of equality of names, but we use an equivalence relation on names, termed correlation, in such a way that two related names are considered equal. For example:
The transition above defines that a and b are correlated (represented by the symbol ), i.e., it can synchronize on this actions. In that way the behavior of the system is the same as in π, with the advantage that we can create processes entirely context independent, in which the synchronization discipline is explicitly defined.
A clear problem of that approach is the vulnerability to collision of names, in which we can produce a system with processes having the same channel names, so that we are not able to identify by means of correlations which names we are referring to in a communication. To exemplify, consider the following specification, where the process R is reused from another specification:
[a b](a(x).P | by.Q | a(w).c(t).R)
In that system there is a conflict concerning the interaction that can occur. Considering the correlation a b, we can have communication between P and Q, through the channels a and b, or between R and Q, through the channels a and b. To deal with this issue, we formulate the idea of modularization of specification so that we are able to separate pieces of reusable specifications. In this sense, the notion of components is inserted into Rπ. By means of components, that are the smallest portions of specification reuse in Rπ, we can create context independent specifications, which can be related by correlations. In the following specification we have the component representation of the previous specification:
w).c(t).R]
Now we can identify the components C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 . Each component encapsulates processes whose channel names are entirely context free. The correlation [C 1 .a C 2 .b] relates the channels a from the component C 1 and the channel b from the component C 2 .
By relaxing the synchronization discipline by means of correlations on channel names and inserting the concept of components on formal specifications, the Rπ-calculus seems really suitable for modelling reconfigurable component-based systems. Following we present in details the syntax and semantics of Rπ.
Syntax
As an extension of π-calculus, the syntax of Rπ is defined from π by adding a few new concepts. Such new concepts are related to the notion of reconfigurability, that is the main goal of Rπ. First, the concept of component should be defined. A component is a context independent labelled container for π processes. Each component may be composed by one or more π processes, and represents the smallest unit of reconfigurability and usability of Rπ.
As previously presented in the examples, the communication among components in Rπ is controlled by the synchronization of processes on related channels in different components, in which such relation, termed correlation, takes into account the names of components and the names of the channels.
Like π-calculus, Rπ postulates an infinite set N of names ranged over by a, b, c, . . . , x, y, z (except p). Let τ be a distinguished element such that N ∩ {τ } = ∅. These names represent the communication ports.
Let C be a set of all component names, ranged over by C 1 , C 2 , C 3 . And let P be the set such that P = C × N , which elements range over by p 1 , p 2 , p 3 . For convenience, we write C 1 .a to represent the element p = (C 1 , a) .
We also define ψ as the set of all equivalence relations over P. 
Let A be the set of all actions. We use α as meta variable to range over actions.
a(x) is called an input prefix.
ay is called an output prefix.
A name a is thought of as an output port of a process which contains it. 
, where 1 represents the identity relation.
Definition 2 (Agents)
The agents (or processes) are encapsulated into components and have the same behavior as defined in π.
Definition 3 (Components)
The components ranged over by C, C 1 , C 2 , are defined by
Components are containers for π agents and the intra-component communication is controlled by means of correlations, whereas all the communication that takes place inside a component, i.e., among processes that form this component, are regulated by the usual π-calculus rules, including structural congruence, reduction rules, and so on.
We define components' free (f n) and bound (bn) names as follows: The structural congruence equates agents that are not distinguished by any semantic reason.
Definition 5 (Structural Congruence)
The structural congruence, represented by ≡, is the smallest congruence relation satisfying the following laws:
(Communication) We have just presented the rules related to components, all the rules related to processes that are encapsulated into components are already defined in π. In these rules we define the components satisfying the abelian monoid laws for summation and composition. In addition, in rule 1, we define an extended notion of alfa-conversion for components. In that rule, we can observe that components made up of agent variants of alfa-conversion, i.e., in the choice of bound names, are considered the same, and components whose free names are correlated and bound names are equal are also considered the same.
Operational Semantics
The standard way to define an operational semantics to a process algebra is through a labelled transition system. The operational semantics to Rπ is defined in the following way:
Definition 6 (Labelled Transition Semantics)
The family of transitions α −→ (⊂ C × C), for α ∈ A, is the smallest family that satisfies the laws in Table 1 .
The semantics of Rπ defines the communication among components. All the interactions are related to components, in which synchronization actions are defined by means of correlations, in which pairs of elements indicate which names are equivalent. The synchronization of process actions inside the components are regulated by the usual π-calculus rules.
Basically, the rules presented in the Table 1 have the same structure as the corresponding rules in π applied to components. In these rules we present the transition system based on compound names, represented by the name of the component plus the name of the channel and on correlations between these compound names.
The most expressive rule of Rπ is the [COMM] rule, that represents the synchronization of components on different channel names related by a correlation. With that rule we can build context independent components and reconfigurable systems, in which the synchronization discipline of components is set by the system itself.
Compatibility Check
In addition to introducing equivalence between channel names in communicating components by means of correlations, we have to guarantee the behavioral compatibility of these channels, i.e., consider the components C 1 [a(x).P ] and C 2 [by.Q] and the relation [C 1 .a C 2 .b] between them, we have to guarantee that the behavior of the communication between C 1 .a and C 2 .b is compatible, i.e., communication can take place. In the example, we can say that the components C 1 and C 2 are compatible.
The definition of component compatibility lies in the notion of compatibility among processes that compose the components considering the correlations, i.e., we have to test the compatibility of each pair of processes that compose the component observing the equivalences defined between their names. We can say that two components are compatible if they can be composed in parallel without a deadlock, i.e., without behaving like the inaction.
Additionally, the notion of compatibility can guarantee that when we chose a component to reuse in another system the behavior of this component is compatible with the system as a whole, i.e., the system will work properly after the addition of the new component. By means of compatibility check we have a behavioral-centric approach to select software components to a system.
The compatibility relation formalizes a way to recognize when two components specified in Rπ are compatible. We say that two components are compatible (1) they can engage in at least one transition, and (2) any complementary transitions will lead to compatible components.
Firstly, for two components to engage in one transition they have to synchronize in their actions. Thus, we define synchronizable components in the following way:
Secondly, we need that components, after engaging in a transition, lead to compatible components. In that way, we define following the notion of semi-compatibility:
Definition 9 (Compatibility Relation)
The relation R is a compatibility if both R and R −1 are semi-compatibilities. We define as the least compatibility on components.
We say that components are compatible if there are a correlation between them and their compatibility relation is preserved under substitutions as defined as follows: The reusability of a component in a given system is tested by means of compatibility of correlated components. The following definitions deal with this issue:
Example
To illustrate the application of Rπ in specifying reconfigurable systems, we will use the Group Practice of Doctor (GPD) application, adapted from [4] . This application has three types of processes: receptionist, patient and doctor. The intended semantics is as follows. The patient arrives and says his name and illness to the receptionist. On the other hand, doctors who are capable of receiving patients inform the receptionist of their availability. The receptionist informs the available doctor the names and illnesses of his patients. The patient is given a prescription by the doctor. After that, the patient leaves and the doctor becomes free to receive another patient. The Figure 3 presents the π-calculus modelling of this application [2] .
To reason about the system properties we have to compose the agent definitions using the parallelism operator of π-calculus. The resulting system is as follows: 
RECEP T ION IST (next, talk) | DOCT OR(next) | P AT IEN T (n, talk) talk(n, ill, reply).next(answer).answer(n, ill, reply) | (υ answer) next(answer).answer(n, ill, reply).reply(diagnose(ill))| (υ reply) talk(n, rand(), reply).reply(prescription
SY ST EM def = RECEP T ION IST (next, talk) | DOCT OR(next) | P AT IEN T (n, talk)
Figure 3: The Group Practice Doctor π-calculus Specification
We can observe that components specified in π-calculus have a global memory of the system code source, i.e., their channels are built based on the channels of the other processes that make up the system. Hence, we cannot build context independent formal component specifications, since the π-calculus as well as the other process algebras, follow a restricted synchronization discipline based on equality of name channels. Using Rπto relax this property we can solve this problem and build really context independent formal component specifications. To exemplify, suppose we get the follow specification of the component P AT IEN T from another system.
(υ response) ask(n, rand(), response).response(receipt).0
Following the idea of reconfigurability, the P AT IEN T is built as a context independent component, i.e., we should not worry about the external environment to built the specification. In this case, the names of the channels are independent of any system context. At architectural level, to reconfigure the previous system using this new component, we have just to connect the appropriate ports. However, this fact cannot be mimic at specification level, i.e., using π-calculus we cannot reconfigure the system. However, using Rπ we can build the following specification:
reply).next(answer).answer(n, ill, reply)] | C 2 [(υ answer) next(answer).answer(n, ill, reply). reply(diagnose(ill))] | C 3 [(υ response) ask(n, rand(), response).response(receipt).0] )
In the Rπ specification, all the (re)configurations are made using the correlations. In this sense, the channel names are connected at configuration time, and the components are context independent, what makes Rπ a calculus that captures the notion of reconfigurability also at formal specification level. In addition, we can perceive the application structure mapped in the formal specification, i.e., we can identify the components and the connections.
Using the Rπ system specification we can test the compatibility of P AT IEN T in the system, i.e., if the components C 1 and C 2 are compatible or C 1 C 2 .
By the Definition 11, in order to prove this property we have to show:
• In the system specification we have [C 1 .next C 2 .next, C 1 .answer C 2 .answer], thus, by the Definition 10, C 1 and C 2 are compatible;
Related Work
In terms of the formal basis, we propose the use of a process algebra to specify reconfigurable systems by means of components. A number of other works have been using process algebras to deal with the notion of containers of processes in the same way as us. The M-pi calculus [3] , for example, extends π-calculus with the notion of modules and object, in which semantics allows operations like join and sep to deal with module and interface interactions.
In Rπ we propose a π-calculus extension to deal with the notion of components at the specification level, in which components are the least unit of specification and reconfiguration. In addition, Rπ deals with the restrictive synchronization discipline of π in which only channels with the same name can synchronize in an action, in Rπ components with different channel names, related by a correlation, can also synchronize in actions.
The reuse at specification level is considered in [8] , but in other terms than our proposal. In that work, the reuse problems of selection and adaptation were dealt with at specification level, on the other hand, in our work we propose to produce reusable specifications, in which the problems of reuse can be formally solved.
Conclusions
The use of formal models for specifying composable systems is recommended to facilitate the selection of components and the test of the system as a whole before its implementation. However, we argue that it is not enough to formalize each component of this system. We have to be able to use these specifications in the context of other systems, moreover we must be able to verify the reusability of components and allow the reconfiguration of the systems.
Due to their compositionality, the process algebras, like π-calculus have been used for modelling composable systems. However, to reconfigure π-calculus specifications we have to adapt the processes' channel names according to the system in which it will be inserted. Thus, the reconfiguration of a complex system tends to be a very hard task.
In this paper we proposed the idea of reconfiguration at the specification level. We argue that the construction of context independent formal models may affectively help the development of complex composable systems.
To deal with this new concept, we propose the Rπ-calculus. Rπ is a π-calculus extension that uses the concept of component as unit of specification and whose semantics allows the reconfiguration of these components in any system without the manipulation of channel names. We demonstrate the benefits of Rπ with of a simple example. However, we are confident that similar results may be achieved when modelling more complex applications.
We also developed the πCL language [9] , that is a reconfiguration language whose underlying semantics is based on Rπ. Using πCL we are able to build reconfigurations in an abstract way and test system behavior by means of Rπ specification, which is automatically reconfigured to reflect the system structure.
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